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Introduction

In its "Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 123" ("FAS 123"), entitled "Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation", the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") set forth its rationale for expensing, which it describes as a "fair value based" method of accounting for employee stock options ("ESOs").¹ FAS 123, which was first published in October, 1995, is a comprehensive, well-reasoned and articulate case for expensing. Nonetheless, a compelling case can be made that FASB has reached the wrong conclusion, and that the expensing of ESOs would be improper accounting. If this is true, a requirement by FASB to expense ESOs based on FAS 123² will result in significant distortions to financial statements and substantial impairment of their usefulness to investors.

What is an ESO and How Does it Differ from a Tradable Option?

At the heart of the debate over option expensing, is a fundamental difference in estimation, understanding and appreciation of the differences between a tradable stock option³ and an employee stock option. Comprehending these differences is essential to reaching the correct conclusion on this very complex and controversial issue.

¹ The most commonly used employee stock options are fixed options (the exercise of which is not based on performance targets) called "non-qualified stock options" and "incentive stock options" (which are afforded special tax treatment). The stock option expensing issue applies to both. Since only a small percentage of employee options are of the latter type, for the purposes of this paper, "employee stock options" shall mean fixed stock options (not performance based) that are "non-qualified".
² For the purposes of this paper, FAS 123 has been used as the sole reference in describing FASB's position on expensing.
³ Typically, transferable stock options issued by a public company or by third party underwriters are publicly traded and are, therefore, called "tradable" stock options. But it is transferability that distinguishes this type of option from an ESO, not its public tradability.
Tradable stock options and ESOs differ in several ways, four of which are critically important. Typically, tradable options when written by a company on its own stock,⁴ are used to raise equity capital (usually in conjunction with debt offerings), are sold on the open market to the highest bidder, are exercisable immediately and throughout their term, and are freely transferable.⁵ By comparison, employee stock options have a completely different purpose, are limited to a narrowly targeted market, are not exercisable until they vest (usually over a four or five year period) and are non-transferable throughout their entire term. The distinguishing features of ESOs are more fully described below.

- An ESO is an incentive compensation instrument designed to attract and retain the best available employees, and to increase their productivity to a level in excess of that which could be achieved by cash or fringe compensation alone. Accordingly, the express purpose of an ESO is not to raise new equity capital but to increase the value of the issuer's existing equity.
- Whereas tradable options are sold on the open market, ESOs may only be granted to employees. In other words, employees are the only market for ESOs.
- ESOs are not actually stock options until they vest, which may occur on periodic fixed dates or on a single fixed date several years out in the future.
- ESOs are not transferable to anyone at any time, even to another employee of the issuer. This means that neither the ESO agreement nor the option itself can be sold, hypothecated or assigned, either before or after it vests. As a result, the only way that an employee can benefit financially from an ESO is to exercise it and sell the underlying stock.

These unique characteristics of ESOs make up the fundamental basis for the invalidation of the case for option expensing.

⁴ The vast majority of tradable options are written by third party underwriters.
⁵ ESOs also have other significant terms that distinguish them materially from tradable options. The most important of these are: a longer term (typically ranging from five to ten years vs. 30 to 270 days), limitations on sale during "black-out" periods and an accelerated expiration of their term upon termination of employment (usually to 30 days after termination).
Current Tax and Accounting Treatment of ESOs

Tax Treatment

When a non-qualified employee stock option is exercised, the difference between the exercise price and the fair market value on the date of exercise (known as the “intrinsic value”, or “spread”) is a taxable gain to the option holder and a tax-deductible expense (equal to the full amount of the intrinsic value) to the company that granted it. It is interesting to note that the Internal Revenue Service will not allow the expensing of an ESO for tax purposes until it is exercised. One of the primary reasons for this is that the IRS does not believe that ESOs have a “readily ascertainable market value” at date of grant. In the absence of such, the IRS has opted to wait until a value has been clearly determined.

Accounting Treatment

The fact that ESOs may be a cost to the issuing company or to its shareholders has never been in dispute. The current accounting method for measuring the company’s cost incurred at the date of grant is called the “intrinsic value method” and is described in Accounting Principles Board Statement 25. Under the intrinsic value method, the intrinsic value of the ESO on the date of grant is expensed over the period in which the ESO vests. For example, assuming an ESO has a four-year vesting period, is granted with an exercise price of $10, and its fair market value at date of grant is $12, the $2 intrinsic value will be expensed ratably over four years. The vast majority of ESOs are granted at fair market value (intrinsic value, therefore, is zero); in these cases, no expense is charged.

While APB 25 requires that only the intrinsic value at date of grant be expensed, accountants recognize that an ESO is a contingent claim on the net income, net assets and market value of the company that grants it, and as such, represents a potential cost to the grantors’ shareholders in the form of dilution. That is, if the stock underlying the employee option rises and the option is subsequently exercised, shareholder ownership will be diluted.
“Statement of Financial Accounting Standards no. 128” ("FAS 128"), entitled "Earnings per Share", describes the methodology by which this dilution is measured. Currently, all companies are required under FAS 128, to present both "basic" and "diluted" earnings per share ("EPS") on the face of their income statements. Basic EPS excludes dilution and is computed by dividing income available to common stockholders by the weighted-average number of common shares outstanding for the period. Diluted EPS is calculated as follows: On any reporting date on which the market price of the underlying stock is higher than the ESO's exercise price (meaning it has an intrinsic value, or is "in the money"), the potential dilution is calculated, and reported to shareholders as diluted EPS. Diluted EPS is calculated using what is called the "treasury stock method" of accounting for stock options.\(^6\) This accounting method assumes hypothetically that on the reporting date, all ESOs outstanding and in the money, are exercised\(^7\) and the cash proceeds from exercise, together with any pro forma tax savings resulting from the deduction of the spread, is used to repurchase company stock in the open market at the average market price during the period.

Here is how it works. Assume “Acme Electronics” earned $10 million in a reporting period in which it had 10 million shares outstanding (based on a weighted average). Its basic EPS would be $1.00 per share. Assume Acme also has one million granted but unexercised ESOs. If the exercise price of the ESOs is $10 and the average price of the stock during the period is $25, dilution would be calculated as follows: First, total pro forma proceeds from exercise of the options is calculated by multiplying one million shares times an exercise price of $10, which equals $10 million. On a pro forma basis, deducting the spread of $15 million (the $15 per share intrinsic value times one million shares) from taxable income results in tax savings of $6 million.

\(^6\) This accounting method applies to tradable options as well; for the purposes of this analysis, however, reference is made only to ESOs.

\(^7\) Curiously, this includes even ESOs that have not vested. FASB gives only passing reference to this rule on unvested options saying (in FAS 128): "Even though their (ESOs) issuance may be contingent upon vesting, they are not considered to be 'contingently issuable shares' as that term is used in this Statement because to consider them contingently issuable shares would be a change from present practice and the provisions of IAS 33." FASB does not explain in FAS 128 why ESOs should not be considered "contingently issuable" or why changing "present practice" would be inappropriate. By including unvested shares in the dilution calculation, FASB is essentially assuming these shares will all eventually vest and be exercised, even though it is certain that a significant percentage will either expire worthless or be forfeited. The inclusion of unvested shares in the dilution calculation almost certainly results in an overstatement of shareholder dilution and an understatement of earnings per share.
assuming a combined federal and state corporate tax rate of 40%. Aggregating the
exercise proceeds with the tax savings, produces a total of $16 million, which would
allow the company to purchase 640,000 of its shares at $25 per share, resulting in net
shareholder dilution of 360,000 shares (one million new shares created through the
exercise of options, less the repurchase of 640,000 shares). In percentage terms, total
shareholder dilution, therefore, would be about 3.5% resulting in diluted earnings per
share of approximately $0.965.

With respect to net income, the total dollar cost of this dilution, i.e., the additional
employee compensation attributable to the ESO program, can be calculated by
multiplying the difference between basic and diluted earnings per share ($0.035) times
the total number of diluted shares outstanding (10.36 million). In this example, the
result would be $362,600. This would be the total decrement to shareholders' net
income and net assets arising from the entire ESO program.

From a shareholder's perspective, perhaps the most important measure of the
cost of the ESO program is in its impact on the value of the Acme shareholders'
holdings in the company. In the above illustration, the total market value of the
company is $259 million ($25 per share times 10.36 million shares). But because of the
ESO program, the original shareholders were diluted by 3.5%, thereby reducing the
value of their holdings to $250 million, a reduction of $9 million. This figure represents
the cost the shareholders would incur in a scenario in which the value of their ownership
had increased by $150 million. As the stock price goes up or down, the amount of
dilution (the cost to the preexisting shareholders) will rise or fall accordingly, and so will
the value of the shareholders' ownership.

Fundamental to the current method of measuring and reporting the cost of ESOs
is the concept that the granting of an ESO is effectively an arrangement for the sharing
of ownership between an entity's shareholders and its employees; accordingly, it is the
shareholders that bear the cost (dilution of shareholder value) and the corresponding
benefit (appreciation of shareholder value), if any, of this sharing arrangement.
Expense What?

Implicit in FASB's proposal to charge an expense to the income statement of the issuer of ESOs, is a rejection of the concept that ESOs represent an ownership sharing arrangement between shareholders and employees. Instead, FASB has taken the position that employees work for the entity, not for the entity's shareholders; accordingly, an expense should be charged to the entity itself (more on this later).

According to paragraph 80 of Concept Statement 6: "Expenses are outflows or other using up of assets or incurrences of liabilities (or a combination of both) from delivering or producing goods, rendering services, or carrying out other activities that constitute the entity's ongoing major or central operations." In short, a transaction as described is recorded as an expense when it results in the diminution of the net asset value of the enterprise. This simple definition is important to keep in mind when judging the merits and demerits of the opposing parties' cases on expensing.

It is equally important to be clear on what expensing proponents mean when they assert that ESOs should be expensed. There are two components to the value of a transferable stock option. The first of these is the intrinsic value, which comes into being when the stock underlying the option rises above the exercise price. The impact of intrinsic value on shareholder dilution (for both transferable options and ESOs) has always been accounted for using the treasury stock method (described above).

It is the second component of an option's value that is the subject of the option expensing debate. This component is what is typically called the "call premium", or "time value" of the option. The call premium is the premium in excess of intrinsic value that someone would pay to purchase the option. Conceptually, this premium is the purchaser's estimate of the discounted-present value ("DPV") of the appreciation of the underlying stock at some future date prior to the expiration of the option's term. This calculation depends on a number of variables, including the risk-free interest rate, the dividend rate, the volatility of the underlying stock, the time remaining until expiration of the option, and the extent to which the option (at the time the call premium is valued) is in or out of the money. In the case of short-term (nine months or less) publicly traded
options, the Black-Scholes options pricing model has proven effective at accurately estimating this value and third-party option writers use it extensively.

With a transferable option, there is a call premium that can be readily converted into cash whether the option has an intrinsic value or not. If the option is tradable, the value may be precisely quantified daily based on public market transactions. Proponents of expensing ESOs assert that, like a transferable option, an ESO has a call premium that must be expensed when the ESO is granted.

Before FASB settled on expensing the call premium of ESOs, it considered several other approaches to expensing. The one that appeared most interesting on a surface level, was "exercise-date accounting" which would have charged an expense equal to the ESO's intrinsic value (the spread) on the date it was exercised. Exercise-date accounting (which would be consistent with the tax treatment of ESOs) had particular appeal because of its measurement simplicity and the fact that the measurement would be made after the putative expense had actually occurred rather than attempting to estimate the DPV of this amount years beforehand. This approach suffers greatly, however, from the fact that it would produce huge swings in net income that would be driven solely by fluctuations in stock price (the better the stock performs, the higher will be the expense), and which would bear virtually no relationship to the operating performance of the company. A variation on exercise-date accounting favored by some is to apply this approach on a dynamic, or "mark-to-market" basis. Under this approach, the intrinsic value of all options outstanding would be measured on each reporting date and only changes from prior periods would be recorded in the income statement of the entity. As contrasted with straight exercise-date accounting, the mark-to-market approach has appeal because it would somewhat smooth out the enormous swings in expenses that would be charged if they were recorded only when the actual exercises occurred. In any event these and other possible approaches to expensing were rejected in favor of the expensing of the ESO's putative call premium.

It is quite instructive to note that the treasury stock method is, in effect, mark-to-market, exercise-date accounting done for the shareholder's account. Recall that when dilution is calculated, the first step in the process is to assume that all ESOs (even the unvested ones) are exercised. The end result is that the aggregate intrinsic value of the
ESOs is what determines the dilution to shareholders. If there is no intrinsic value, there is no dilution. As the stock price goes up, intrinsic value goes up and so does dilution.

**The Case for Expensing ESOs**

Paragraph 76 of FAS 123, states: “An option or warrant to buy an entity’s stock for a fixed price during an extended future time period is a valuable right, even if the ways in which the holder can exercise the right are limited. Investors pay cash to buy stock options and warrants that generally have fewer restrictions than employee stock options, and unrestricted options and warrants are traded daily in financial markets. The additional restrictions inherent in employee stock options, such as the inability to transfer the option to a third party for cash, cause the value of an employee stock option to be less than the value of an otherwise identical tradable option at any time before the expiration date, but the restrictions do not render employee stock options valueless.” Later, FASB wrote: “An employee stock option has value when it is granted regardless of whether, ultimately, (a) the employee exercises the option and purchases stock worth more than the employee pays for it or (b) the option expires worthless at the end of the option period. The grant date value of a stock option is the value at that date of the right to purchase an entity’s stock at a fixed price for an extended time period. Investors pay cash to acquire that right—employees provide services to acquire it.”

Effectively, FASB is saying three things: first, an ESO, like a transferable option, has a call premium that attaches to it; second, this call premium has a value that is greater than zero; and third, this value, while difficult to measure, should be reflected as an expense to the issuing company. FASB’s current thinking is that the call premium of the ESO would be determined at the date of grant, and then expensed ratably over the ESO’s vesting period, which coincides with the period of services required of the employee in order to fully earn the option embodied in the grant.

---

8 To date no one has devised an acceptable model for accurately or reliably determining this value. Because of the many differences between an ESO and a transferable stock option, Black-Scholes is considered inadequate for the task. See “ESO Valuation: Measuring the Unmeasurable” on page 26.
While the grant of an ESO does not involve an outlay of cash, the using up of an asset or the incurrence of a liability, some proponents of expensing argue that the grant of an ESO represents an “opportunity cost” to the grantor, meaning that the grantor has foregone cash that it could have received if it had sold the ESO on the open market. Perhaps the most aggressive case for the opportunity cost argument was made by professors, Zvi Bodie, Professor of Finance at Boston College, Robert Kaplan, Professor of Finance at Harvard Business School and Robert Merton, also a Professor of Finance at Harvard and a Nobel Prize winner for his work on the Black-Scholes options pricing model. In a paper published in the March, 2003 Harvard Business Review, entitled “For the Last Time: Stock Options are an Expense,” Bodie, Kaplan and Merton rely almost solely on the opportunity cost argument to conclude unequivocally that the grant of an ESO gives rise to an expense. Their argument rests first on the assumption that an ESO does in fact have a call premium, and second that this premium has a market value that could be readily converted into cash and must, therefore, be expensed. They illustrate their point by comparing ESOs to stock grants and tradable options: “If a company were to grant stock, rather than options, to employees, everyone would agree that the company's cost for this transaction would be the cash it otherwise would have received if it had sold the shares at the current market price to investors. It's exactly the same with stock options. When a company grants options to employees, it forgoes the opportunity to receive cash from underwriters who could take these same (emphasis added) options and sell them in a competitive options market to investors.”

The Case Against Expensing ESOs

On the surface, the arguments for expensing have considerable merit. This is, to be fair, an extremely complex issue. But the case against expensing is much more compelling.

The strongest argument against expensing is simply that the cost of ESOs is already fully accounted for accurately (excepting FAS 128's inclusion of unvested options; see footnote 7) by the current methods of accounting. As described above, the
The cost of ESOs is accounted for, (1) under APB 25, which requires that the intrinsic value at grant date be charged to the company's earnings over the ESO's vesting period; and (2) under FAS 128, which measures on a dynamic basis the dilution to earnings per share, net assets and shareholder market value attributable to the ESO program. In the illustration on pages four and five, the granting of almost 10% of the company's capitalization in ESOs, resulted pro forma in a $362,600 diminution of the shareholders' net income and net assets, and a $9 million decrement to the shareholders' value in the enterprise. This is the total cost to shareholders of the ESO program on the date measured, calculated precisely and accurately (see exception noted in footnote 7) in terms of the dilution to net income, net assets and enterprise value. This cost fluctuates with the price of the company's stock and is measured (effectively "marked to market") on each reporting date.

The above argument rests in part, but not wholly, on the concept (stated earlier) that the granting of ESOs are an arrangement between shareholders and employees to share ownership of the enterprise for the purpose of increasing shareholder value to a level that could not otherwise be attainable with cash compensation alone. Dilution that might be incurred would therefore affect the financial statement of the shareholder rather than the company, and would be more than offset by an increase in the value of the shareholders' stock in the company.

In paragraph 90 of FAS 123, FASB rejected this ownership-sharing argument, saying that, ".....employees provide services to the entity—not directly to the individual stockholders....", then going on to say: "Carried to its logical conclusion, that view would imply that the issuance of virtually any equity instrument, at least those issued for goods or services rather than cash or other financial instruments, would not affect the issuer's financial statements." With due respect to FASB, this is not a logical conclusion one would draw from that view. To be sure, any equity security that is issued for goods or services and that can be readily converted into cash (such as a share of stock or a transferable option) is clearly an expense and should be recorded as such on the issuer's financial statements. ESOs are not convertible into cash, however; accordingly they do not clearly meet the definition of an expense. Why then, shouldn't the cost of an ESO, if and when it occurs, be reflected in the shareholder account rather than the
company account? This is a question that deserves further consideration, particularly in light of the discussion that follows.

The proponents of expensing have advanced several interesting arguments to make their case. As stated above, most of these arguments reflect a fundamentally different view of the importance of the distinctions between an ESO and a typical transferable option. Contrary to FASB's assertion in FAS 123, an ESO is not merely a transferable option with additional restrictions. It is different in profoundly important ways which render invalid the core arguments for expensing.

Here are the six most common arguments proponents make for expensing, followed by a response.

ESOs have value to the recipient; therefore there must be a corresponding cost to the issuer.

As quoted above, FASB stated in FAS 123 that: "The additional restrictions inherent in employee stock options, such as the inability to transfer the option to a third party for cash, cause the value of the option to be less than the value of an otherwise identical tradable option at any time before the expiration date, but the restrictions do not render employee stock options valueless."

This statement is essentially accurate but is not relevant in this context. There is no question that an ESO has some value to the recipient, otherwise he or she would be indifferent to receiving it. But this value is contingent upon the performance of the issuer's stock, and the length of the recipient's tenure (the vesting period). The value, therefore, is strictly hypothetical and is heavily dependent upon the performance of the holder of the ESO. By its terms, neither the ESO contract itself nor the underlying option, even when vested, can be sold, hypothecated or assigned to anyone (even another employee). Therefore, actual cash value cannot be realized except through an exercise of the option (if and when it vests) and a sale of the underlying stock. If an ESO were transferable, it would have a call premium, the value of which would be realizable to the employee. In that event, its value upon issuance would most certainly be income to the recipient and an expense to the issuer (and the IRS would recognize it
as such). But the cash value of the call premium that always attaches to a transferable option does not exist in the case of an ESO.9

The critical importance of the concept of “realizability” to the recognition of “revenues and gains” is definitively stated in paragraph 83 of “Statement of Financial Concepts No. 5”, entitled “Recognition and Measurement in Financial Statements of Business Enterprises”: “Revenues and gains of an enterprise during a period are generally measured by the exchange values of the assets (goods or services) or liabilities involved, and recognition involves consideration of two factors, (a) being realized or realizable and (b) being earned, with sometimes one and sometimes the other being the more important consideration”. This statement is elaborated upon in paragraph 83a: “Realized or realizable. Revenues and gains generally are not recognized until realized or realizable. Revenues and gains are realized when .... assets are exchanged for cash or claims to cash. Revenues and gains are realizable when related assets received or held are readily convertible to known amounts of cash or claims to cash (emphasis added).” This pronouncement makes it clear that the receipt of an instrument, whose value is not realizable, would not be recognized under GAAP as a gain to the recipient. By only modest extension of this logic, the grant of such an instrument should not result in a loss or an expense to the grantor.

In any event, the fact that something may have hypothetical value to an employee does not mean that it is an expense to the employer. Consider the following scenario: Stagnant Corp. issues one million ESOs to its employees at the fair market value of $10 per share, vesting over four years. After four years, the company’s stock has not appreciated. At this point, the board decides to liquidate the business at its then fair market value of $10 per share. Inasmuch as the ESOs have an exercise price of $10 per share, the intrinsic value of each ESO is zero. And because of its lack of transferability, there is not a realizable call premium. Accordingly, the cost to Stagnant Corp. of the entire one million ESOs is zero. Remember the accounting definition of an expense; has there been a diminution of Stagnant’s net asset value caused by the

9 It is extremely important to understand why an ESO is not transferable. The sole purpose of an ESO is to provide an incentive to the employee to increase the value of the stock underlying the option. In so doing, the employee will simultaneously increase the intrinsic value of the ESO by a corresponding amount. If the option were transferable, a call premium would attach to it and the holder would be able to realize a profit even if the stock had not appreciated. Allowing this would nullify the ESO’s purpose.
granting of ESOs? The answer is no. In short, the value of an ESO to an employee is contingent and so is the cost to the company and its shareholders.

The grant of an ESO is an opportunity cost to the issuer.

In their Harvard Business Review article, Bodie, Kaplan and Merton state: "If a company were to grant stock, rather than options, to employees, everyone would agree that the company’s cost for this transaction would be the cash it otherwise would have received if it had sold the shares at the current market price to investors." Of course they are exactly right. The granting of stock or of a transferable option for no consideration would clearly represent an opportunity cost because both of these securities can be readily converted to cash. Then Bodie, et al, go on to say: “It is exactly the same with stock options. When a company grants options to employees, it forgoes the opportunity to receive cash from underwriters who could take these same options and sell them in a competitive options market to investors.”

This is a curious statement since, by its terms, an ESO agreement can only be issued to an employee of the issuer. To do otherwise would defeat its purpose and be contrary to the economic interests of the enterprise. Not only are ESOs issued exclusively to employees, but each ESO is written for a specific individual. The ESO grant to the CEO is for him or her alone. It is the same with the director of personnel, the western regional sales manager or the factory worker. Ergo, there is no “competitive options market” for a company’s employee stock options.10 The market for each ESO is a market of one. These unique characteristics of ESOs—their non-transferability and the limiting of their issuance to individual employees—renders invalid

---

10 Paragraph 161 of FAS 123 states: “In deliberations leading to this Statement, the Board was not able to identify currently available quoted market prices or negotiated prices for employee stock options that would qualify as a price at which a willing buyer and a willing seller would exchange cash for an option.” Given the enormous expansion of the options and derivatives market in the last 20 years, it should be instructive that no such market has ever been created (an underwriter does not need the cooperation or permission of an issuer to write options). In fact, it is hard to imagine a competitive public market for ESOs will ever exist. While it is possible that a third-party underwriter might issue such options, and that, at some price, investors might buy them (presumably speculating on whether Mary T. Jones or some other employee will stay with the issuer through the vesting period and that the issuer’s stock will rise enough to provide a profit to the purchaser of the ESO), the notion that any company would issue such securities is nonsensical.
the premise of Bodie, et al that there is an opportunity cost with respect to a sale of ESOs in a “competitive options market”.

But what about the individual recipient of the ESO? Wouldn’t he or she be willing to pay some cash price for the ESO? The answer is almost certainly yes. Then doesn’t this suggest that there is an opportunity cost as to each individual ESO recipient? The answer is no. Remember that conceptually the value of a call premium is the discounted-present-value of the future profit to be earned in the option. And remember also that the purpose of an ESO is to provide an incentive to raise an employee’s productivity to a level that would produce an increase in the value of the enterprise and, concomitantly, of his or her ownership in the firm. Asking the recipient to pay cash for an ESO would effectively *erode and ultimately nullify* the incentive compensation feature of the instrument. It would be like offering a bonus to an employee for achieving certain goals, calculating the statistical probability of his achieving those goals in order to derive the expected value of the bonus, and then requiring the employee to pay that amount in lieu of the actual bonus. To do so would substantially diminish the incentive to raise his or her level of performance, thereby defeating the purpose of the bonus. A company cannot be charged with an opportunity cost for *not* doing something that is clearly not in its best interests.

Even though the call premium cannot be converted to cash, it is still a cost to the grantor; this “cost” should be determined at grant date and expensed over the vesting period.

This may be the most important point of contention in the options expensing debate. Proponents of expensing argue that even though a call premium cannot ever be realized, it exists, *hypothetically*, as the discounted-present-value of the future gain (if any) in the option. This hypothetical call premium, FASB argues, should be calculated at the date of grant and deducted from earnings over the vesting period. Essentially, proponents of expensing are saying that the *potential or contingent* cost of ESOs should be expensed before it occurs. This argument fails on three counts.

First, as noted on page 12, FASB’s own pronouncements on the recognition of revenue and gains are logically inconsistent with such accounting treatment. Concept
Statement 5 makes it clear that a gain in a transaction must be *realized or realizable* in order to be recognized. If there is no recognized gain to the recipient in a transaction, there should be no recognized expense to the donor; otherwise the transaction would lack the usual accounting symmetry.

Second, in traditional accounting practice, financial statements (with rare exceptions), record what *has* happened (*past tense*) in the reporting period, not the discounted-present-value of what is *projected* to happen in the future. Singling out ESOs for this kind of treatment would seem completely inappropriate unless FASB were to apply this same principle to the many other transactions in which DPV accounting could be used with greater accuracy and to better ends. For example, why shouldn't this DPV, or “statistical probability” accounting approach be applied to revenue recognition? Consider the following hypothetical situation. Intel Corporation receives an order from Cisco Systems for one million dollars. Cisco is a customer that Intel does business with regularly. Based on past experience, Intel can easily calculate the probability that this order will be filled and the goods accepted by Cisco. If that probability is, for example, 95%, Intel should record revenue of $950,000 on receipt of the order. (In order to match revenue with expense, it would be a simple matter to calculate cost of goods sold in order to arrive at gross profit as well.) Of course the revenue recognition rules under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”) do not allow revenue to be recorded until the order is actually shipped. Or consider the case of equipment delivered to a customer on a freely cancelable lease (what accountants call an operating lease). Under DPV accounting, it would be relatively straightforward to estimate the time the equipment would be on lease, discount the future revenue stream back to the present and take this amount into revenue at the installation date. GAAP does not allow this. The treatment of research and development expense is also instructive. Statistically, there is a high probability that a company’s investment in R and D has a value greater than zero. Nonetheless, because this value is so difficult to ascertain (arguably no more difficult than the hypothetical value of a call premium on an ESO), GAAP requires that it be expensed as incurred. The point of these illustrations is that if FASB decides to change its accounting practices
to some kind of expected value concept, it must, in order to be consistent, do so for all transactions, not just ESOs.

The third and perhaps most important count on which the above argument fails is that it neglects to consider the fact that an actual “cost” of an ESO cannot be incurred unless there is a corresponding increase in the value of the enterprise in an amount substantially greater than the cost. To elucidate, consider the following analogy: A company is a plaintiff in a $100 million lawsuit which it reasonably estimates it has a 75% chance of winning. The expected value of an eventual award, therefore, is $75 million (not including a discount for the time value). Its legal counsel has the case on contingency for 30% of the eventual award. This means the expected value of the company’s cost to prosecute this lawsuit is 30% of $75 million, or $22.5 million. Should the company take a charge to its income of $22.5 million? If so, shouldn’t it also reflect the $75 million expected value of the award as well?

In the illustration on pages four and five, Acme Electronics issued one million ESOs at an exercise price of $10 per share. Subsequently the stock rose to $25, resulting in market value appreciation of $159 million of which $150 million was attributable to preexisting shareholders and $9 million was attributable to the ESO holders. In short, the ESOs cost to shareholders could only have occurred in the context of a gain in the value of their share of the enterprise, which in this case dwarfed the cost.

The point of these illustrations is that, it would be illogical to record the hypothetical cost of an ESO without also recording its more than offsetting hypothetical benefit. But how would this be done? If, in the case of Acme, the ESOs were valued at $3 per share (the DPV of the future gain in the stock), the charge to income would be $3 million. This would imply an expected-value gain of $30 million to preexisting shareholders ($3 times 10 million shares outstanding). Should this amount be recorded somewhere on the company’s financial statement? While doing so would be logically consistent with the notion of expensing ESOs, it does not seem to be good accounting practice. This raises the question of whether either one of these entries are valid as applied to the company’s financial statement, or whether both the cost and the gains should be reflected (implicitly) only on the statements of the preexisting shareholders. If
so, this objective is presently accomplished through use of the treasury stock method of calculating dilution.

**Employees pay for ESOs with their services; the value of this payment is equal to the value of the ESO grant, which determines the amount to be expensed.**

In FAS 123, paragraph 88, FASB stated: “...equity instruments, including employee stock options, are valuable financial instruments and thus are issued for valuable consideration, which often is cash or other financial instruments but for employee stock options is employee services. Using in the entity’s operations the benefits embodied in the asset received results in an expense, regardless of whether the consideration is cash or other financial instruments, goods, or services.”

This statement seems to exhibit a misestimation of the function of an ESO. ESOs are not granted for services, per se. An ESO, like a bonus, is a form of incentive compensation the purpose of which is to achieve a particular result, namely to increase shareholder value. The issuers of ESOs recognize that there is a dramatic difference between an employee performing routine tasks in an acceptable manner and doing the hundreds of things—large and small—that an owner might do to increase enterprise value. Moreover, as noted earlier, an ESO has no realizable cash value unless it vests and goes into the money. Otherwise, it will be worthless to the recipient regardless of whether he or she has provided “services”.

Perhaps what FASB and other proponents of expensing are suggesting in paragraph 88 of FAS 123, is that employees accept lower cash compensation from their employers in return for ESOs, and that the differential between what they receive in cash and the cash they might have received in the absence of an ESO grant, is an expense. This notion, however, is not supported by the available facts, and even if it were it would not be relevant. With the exception of early stage companies, there is little evidence that employees are required to accept lower cash compensation in exchange for ESO grants. In fact, in a study of 490 public companies published in 2000 by Rutgers professors Blasi, Kruse, and Sesil and professor Kroumova of the New York

---

11 Although, interestingly paragraph 82 of FAS 123 states: “The Board acknowledges that employee stock options, as well as other forms of stock-based compensation, usually are not direct substitutes for a stated amount of cash salaries.”
Institute of Technology, the authors found "no systematic evidence of any kind that companies that adopted broad-based stock option plans reduced their fixed compensation in any significant way." Indeed, they found that on average the fixed wage compensation levels of this large sample of companies was 8% higher than comparable firms in the same industries that did not offer broad-based plans. This 8% differential was found to exist in the mid-eighties before the broad-based plans were adopted and the differential remained after the adoption of the plans and through the mid-nineties, the end of the study period.12

But surely it is true that some employees accept less cash compensation in return for ESOs. This does not mean, however, that ESOs should be expensed. Many employees make tradeoffs when agreeing to salary compensation. An executive may either implicitly or explicitly accept a lower salary in return for the opportunity to earn a bonus based on his or her performance, or on the overall performance of the company. A salesperson may accept a lower salary (or no salary) in return for the opportunity to earn commissions on his or her completed sales transactions. The reason an employee would do this is that the potential for gain from the bonus or sales commission would always far exceed the amount the employee might forgo in salary. Like a bonus plan or a sales commission plan, an ESO's purpose is to stimulate the employee to achieve a particular result. If the employee is successful, substantial economic rewards will redound to him or her. And, in any rationally designed incentive compensation plan, the rewards to the employees will always be accompanied by increases in enterprise value that far exceed the cost of the plan.

There appears to a substantial disconnect between how FASB proposes to account for ESOs and how it currently accounts for other forms of incentive compensation. For example, consider the case of an employee bonus plan based on the employer meeting a certain profitability objective. The accounting treatment of such a plan is to accrue and expense the bonus only if it is determined that the profitability target has been met or, in an interim reporting period, is on target to be met. As

contrasted with the proposal for ESOs, FASB does not calculate the discounted-present-value of a bonus and expense it over the period in which the bonus plan is in effect. Under FAS 123, however the DPV of an ESO could be expensed even if there is never an actual cost to the issuing company.\textsuperscript{13} In this event, the issuer would have made a very bad bargain, having paid for "services" and received nothing in return.

If a company were to go to a third party to underwrite an issuance of ESOs, the underwriter would charge to compensate for its risk. If there is a cost to a third party, there must be an equivalent cost to the company that writes its own options.

The position of a third party underwriter and a company that grants ESOs to its employees is not even remotely comparable. When an underwriter issues options it is betting that the stock underlying the option will not appreciate more than the amount of the call premium it charges. If the underwriter is wrong, it loses money on the transaction (assuming it is not hedged). The position of the company when it acts as the writer of the option is completely different. Because the cost if any of ESOs is always accompanied by a corresponding benefit substantially in excess of the cost, on a net basis, the shareholders cannot lose; they can only gain. Said another way, in the case of the third party underwriter, the higher the stock price goes, the worse it is for the underwriter; whereas, in the case of the company writing its own options, the higher the stock price goes, the greater is the absolute economic benefit to its shareholders.\textsuperscript{14}

The question of whether a company should write its own ESOs or contract with a third party underwriter (assuming there is one that would undertake such a contract at a reasonable price—see footnote 10) is the equivalent of a "make or buy" decision, and must be based on what is in the company's and its shareholders' economic best interests. If the company buys ESOs from a third party, it is certain to incur an expense (on the company's financial statement) in the amount of the cash it lays out. If it writes the options itself, its shareholders may incur a cost (in the form of dilution), or they may

\textsuperscript{13} Under FAS 123, once an ESO vests, the original charge cannot be subsequently reversed, even if the ESO expires worthless.

\textsuperscript{14} Of course this may not be true on a relative basis. If too many ESOs are issued, the shareholders' net value in the enterprise might be less than it would have been if there had been less dilution. The percentage of the company to be shared with employees is a judgment call made by shareholders. But this doesn't change the fact that the cost of ESOs can only be incurred if there is a gain to shareholders.
not, depending largely upon the productivity of the ESO recipients. There is no accounting precedent for requiring a company to record an expense based on what a third party might charge for a good or service.

If ESOs aren’t expensed at grant date the financial statements of the users of ESOs will not be comparable to the statements of non-users.

FASB raises this concern in paragraphs 97 and 98 of FAS 123. In paragraph 97, FASB states: "Some entities use fixed stock options more extensively than other entities do, and reported operating expenses thus are understated to differing degrees. Comparisons between entities of profit margins, rates of return, income from operations, and the like are impaired to the extent that entities continue to account for their stock-based employee compensation according to the provisions of Opinion 25" (the intrinsic value method). The presumption in this statement, is that if one company pays only cash income to its employees and another compensates its employees with a combination of cash and ESOs, investors will be misled as to the true performance of the company that uses ESOs.

In paragraph 98, FASB provides an illustration of the lack of comparability:

"...assume that Companies A, B and C each report $6 million of total compensation cost. Company A does not grant fixed stock options to its employees, but Companies B and C do. The value of fixed stock options as a percentage of the total compensation package for employees of Companies B and C are 20 percent and 40 percent, respectively. Total compensation cost for Company A is $6 million, as reported in its financial statements. Although Companies B and C report the same amount of compensation cost as Company A, actual compensation is $7.5 million for Company B and $10 million for Company C. The three companies are not competing for capital on a level playing field because their financial statements are not comparable."

Of course, the relevance of this illustration is totally predicated upon FASB’s premise that ESOs should be expensed, which is the issue in dispute. If ESOs truly had a realizable call premium (one that could be sold on the open market or in a negotiated transaction), Companies B and C would in fact, be understating their expenses and
overstating their income. But this is not the case. If ESOs are deemed not to be expenses, the comparability issue described by FASB is moot.

But should there be a concern about comparability as between two competing companies, if one issues ESOs and the other does not? After all, the existence of ESOs in a company’s capitalization represents the potential for dilution at some point in the future. While this is a fact that investors should consider in their analysis of a company, it is not an issue that should concern accountants. It is common for companies competing in the same markets to use different business models and different compensation models. For example, some companies sell their products direct to consumers and others sell through distributors. The income statements of two such companies will look markedly different, particularly with respect to gross margin and selling cost. Or, more on point, consider the case of two commercial brokerage firms, one of which compensates its sales force with salary only, while the other pays no salary, choosing instead to pay commissions based on completed transactions. In neither of these examples is it the accountants’ job to reconcile the statements of the competing companies.

**Searching for a Debit (and a Credit)**

The original Exposure Draft of FAS 123 proposed that an asset account, “prepaid compensation”, be created at the date an ESO is granted; this asset would then be amortized (expensed) during the vesting period. FASB abandoned this approach after a large number of respondents to the Exposure Draft objected to the recognition of prepaid compensation as an asset at grant date (arguing convincingly that a non-vested ESO did not meet the definition of an asset in paragraph 25 of Concept Statement 6). FASB had to find another debit.

In the final version of FAS 123, FASB reasserted that ESOs are granted in return for services and that the requisite accounting treatment for such transactions should be as follows: “The compensation cost for an award of equity instruments to employees shall be recognized over the period(s) in which the related employee services are rendered by a charge (debit) to compensation cost and a corresponding credit to equity
(paid-in capital)....the service period shall be presumed to be the period from the grant date to the date that the award is vested and its exercisability does not depend on continued employee service.” While this new position appeared to be a distinction without a difference, it nonetheless was approved.\textsuperscript{15} Under this pronouncement, the equity account of a company granting ESOs would be reduced by a debit to retained earnings, and simultaneously increased an equal amount by a credit to paid-in capital.

FASB’s rationale for debiting compensation cost is perplexing. Since on the date of grant an ESO (typically) has no intrinsic value, the only basis for the debit is that the option has a call premium that is compensation for future “services”. But as we have seen, no such call premium exists in realizable form. And any hypothetical call premium that might exist, can only exist in the presence of a far greater theoretical increase in shareholder value. Moreover, the assertion that ESOs are issued for services is arguably inaccurate. ESOs are not issued for services; they are issued for the purpose of achieving a desired result. In that sense their cost is contingent not current.\textsuperscript{16} In any event, since the only benefit that an ESO recipient can ever realize is from the intrinsic value (and then only if the ESO is vested), the debit would appear to be invalid.

As noted above, extending FASB’s logic with respect to ESOs, would mean that the DPV of a bonus should also be calculated and debited to expense regardless of whether it is ever earned.

\textsuperscript{15} FASB’s theory is difficult to understand. The Board seems to be saying that a hypothetical call premium is created at the date of grant (and valued on that date), and then transferred to the employee over the vesting period in return for services. But this premium is not an asset that is used up during the period. If it is not an asset that is used up it must be an “outlay” of some kind that is simultaneously created and transferred as services are provided. This seems inconsistent with the notion of valuing the call premium at the date of grant.

\textsuperscript{16} Under FAS 123, an expense is only charged if the ESO vests. It follows, therefore, that the “services” provided by employees are only considered rendered if the ESO vests. This means that if an ESO doesn’t vest until the end of four years, and the employee terminates employment after three years and 11 months, no service is deemed to have been provided. This seems clearly to contradict FASB’s position that ESOs are issued for services. Wasn’t the employee providing services during his almost four year tenure?
Pandora's Accounting Box

FASB’s proposed accounting entries will result in some rather perverse accounting outcomes in financial statements that may impair these statements' usefulness. Here are just four examples.

Where did the cash come from?

Like most public companies, "Expenser Corp." (a fictitious name for a real company) has been reporting to its shareholders using the treasury stock method of accounting for ESOs, which measures dilution to shareholder ownership. In the company's footnotes, it has been disclosing what its net income would have been if ESOs were expensed. The ESO expense has been calculated using Black-Scholes. During the last five fiscal years, Expenser Corp.'s cumulative reported net income was $1.4 billion while its pro forma cumulative net income after expensing ESOs was about $800 million (43% less). During this same period, Expenser generated almost $2 billion in cumulative cash flow from operations (after capital expenditures but excluding cash generated from option exercises). Cash flow, therefore, was almost $1.2 billion greater than the net income that would have been reported under option expensing rules using Black-Scholes. (While it is likely that some other pricing model will be used to value ESOs that will be less punitive than Black-Scholes, there will still be a significant difference between net income and cash). About $600 million of the cash differential was from tax savings resulting from the deduction of the intrinsic value of the ESOs when they were exercised. The balance of $600 million was, according to FASB’s proposed accounting entries, a “sale” of equity (resulting in a credit to paid-in capital) to its employees in exchange for their services.

On its face, this seems like an odd outcome. Under FAS 123 expensing rules, paid-in capital would show a $600 million increase without any cash changing hands. In addition, even if the ESOs expire worthless (or turn out to have an intrinsic value at exercise that is less than the amount of the charge), as long they have vested, the expense and the credit to paid-in capital will go unchanged. In this scenario, the
company will show paid-in capital that has not been paid in. Does this accurately present the company’s financial performance and condition?

What a difference a day makes.

Assume two employees receive ESOs on the same day that vest at the end of four years (this is common for preexisting employees). The ESOs are expensed monthly during the vesting period. On the day before the ESOs vest, employee A, leaves the company, while employee B stays the extra day. Both employees have rendered virtually the same amount of “services”. Under FAS 123, however, in the case of employee A, the expense will be reversed while in the case of employee B, the full expense will be charged. Is this accounting treatment helpful to investors?

Does this seem right?

At one point in the recent past (this is an actual case), Expenser Corp. had vested ESOs outstanding with per share exercise prices as low as $7.50 and as high as $87. Its stock was then trading at $40 per share. As required under FAS 123, in its footnotes, Expenser recorded the expense of these ESOs using Black-Scholes. In one instance, for every four thousand ESOs, the expense was $53,000 per year during its vesting; in another, the expense was $5,000. If you guessed that the $53,000 charge was for the $7.50 option you would be wrong. Even though the $87 option was way out of the money (and therefore would most likely expire worthless), it was costing the company, pro forma, $53,000 per year. Does this sort of outcome improve the usefulness of financial statements?

Unintended Consequences

Requiring the expensing of ESOs may have substantial repercussions with respect to other financial transactions. FASB has posited that an ESO has tangible value to the recipient and has, therefore, a corresponding cost to the grantor. If this logic were applied to a transaction between two companies (rather than an employer and an employee), it would appear that FASB will have to modify its revenue recognition
rules and petition the SEC to do the same. Consider the following hypothetical situation.

Seagate Technology, a large supplier of hard disk drives, goes to one of its customers, Dell Computer, and makes a proposal. If Dell agrees to use Seagate as one of its suppliers of drives, Seagate will grant Dell a ten year option on $600 million worth of Seagate stock vesting over four years. Vesting would be predicated on Seagate remaining as a supplier to Dell. The option would be exercisable at the fair market value on the date of grant and be non-transferable. Seagate would be free to stop supplying Dell at any time, in which case the unvested portion of the option would terminate. Likewise, Dell would be free to terminate Seagate as a supplier at any time. If it did so, however, the unvested portion of the stock option would be forfeited and the vested portion of the option would then expire in 30 days. It should be obvious that this option has precisely the same characteristics as an ESO, except that it is issued to a customer rather than an employee. In both cases the recipient of the option is being given an incentive to increase the enterprise value of the issuer (in Dell's case, Dell knows that, all other things being equal, the more drives it buys from Seagate, the higher the stock price will go and the more profit Dell will make on the option). Assume now that an options pricing model has been adopted that values the Seagate option at $200 million. Applying FASB's logic on ESO expensing to this transaction would result in Seagate expensing $50 million per year ($200 million divided by the four year vesting period) and Dell recognizing $50 million per year in revenue, all of which would drop to its net income line, but none of which would be in cash.

The problem is that this transaction does not comport with either FASB's or the SEC's current standards for recognition of revenues and gains, which require that revenue or gains be "realized or realizable, and earned".17

It is highly unlikely that either FASB or the SEC will change their revenue recognition rules to sanction a non-cash $200 million increment to Dell's net income arising from the transaction described. And if Dell's receipt of an option grant is not recognized as net income, how can the grant of a conceptually identical option be charged as an expense to the grantor?

17 See page 12, herein, for an excerpt of FASB's pronouncement on recognition of revenue and gains.
ESO Valuation: Measuring the Unmeasurable

One the most hotly contested issues in the expensing debate has been over the question of how to value an ESO. Some opponents of expensing have made this the centerpiece of their case. They argue that there is no acceptable method extant to value an ESO. FASB and other proponents of expensing disagree. In paragraph 111 of FAS 123, the contrary view is stated clearly: "...financial statement recognition of estimated amounts that are approximately right is preferable to the alternative—recognizing nothing...." FASB believes that the value of an ESO can be approximated using a to-be-developed pricing model or a modified version of an existing model.

To date, however, FASB has not found an ESO valuation approach that it deems acceptable. One of FASB’s biggest challenges will be to find a model that is not susceptible to wide variation induced by inputs that are highly subjective. A model that allows for too much subjectivity could significantly impair the comparability of financial statements, and open the door to managerial abuse.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in finding a valid model for ESOs is confirming its accuracy. In the case of a publicly traded option, the market place is the ultimate determinant of the accuracy of any pricing model. Black-Scholes is considered reliable because the public marketplace has been shown to confirm its findings. Because of the non-transferability of ESOs, they cannot be traded and a public market price confirmation cannot be obtained. As a result, FASB can never be assured that the pricing model it chooses will be valid. More importantly, neither can the investors who base their investment decisions in large part on the accuracy of financial statements.

To be truly useful, FASB’s pricing model should function as effectively for private companies as it does for public companies. This will also be a challenge, since the most popular models in use, have as their most important variable, stock price volatility, which, is virtually incalculable in a private company. FASB has no solution for this problem at this time and is proposing using a valuation methodology for private companies that essentially excludes volatility as a variable (what FASB calls the "minimum value" approach). This “solution” to the problem of valuing private company ESOs is arbitrary, and will result in public companies reporting higher expenses for
ESOs than private companies, when in fact the opposite might be more accurate.\(^{18}\)

Clearly, this will create financial statement comparability problems that could result in an “unlevel playing field” for private companies in “competing for capital” (these are FASB’s words in asserting that not expensing ESOs will cause an unlevel playing field as between the users of ESOs and the non users). It is curious that FASB has decided to accept non-comparability as between public and private companies but not as between users and non-users of ESOs.

It should be instructive that there is no reliable way to value an ESO of a private company. What it suggests is that it is the existence of a \textit{realizable market value} (either negotiated or priced on the public market) for an ESO that determines whether it should be expensed or not. The inability to accurately value private company ESOs casts further doubt on the wisdom of FASB’s approach.

When something is difficult to value, it is common accounting practice to wait until it can be valued with confidence before recording it as a transaction. It is odd, therefore, that FASB has decided to make an exception in the case of ESOs. Paragraph 114, of FAS 123, says: “...deferring final measurement of a transaction until enough of the related uncertainties have been resolved to make reasonably reliable measurement possible is the usual accounting response to measurement difficulties for \textit{virtually all other transactions except an award to an employee of fixed stock options} (emphasis added).”

ESO valuation problems appear to be much greater than expensing proponents are willing to admit and should weigh heavily in the final decision to impose expensing rules.

\textbf{A Very Unusual Accounting Concept}

The expensing of ESOs, if required by FASB, will become one of the most unusual accounting practices in existence. There are least five ways in which ESO

\(^{18}\) The preponderance of private companies that are large users of ESOs, are start-up or early stage companies. Because of the high risk inherent in such companies, their stock prices are almost certain to be more volatile than companies that have matured enough to go public.
expensing, as proposed in FAS 123, will deviate from normal accounting rules:

- It will be one of the few expenses that are required for financial reporting purposes, but are not allowed for tax purposes.
- It will be one of the only non-cash expenses that does not tie directly to either an asset or a liability on the balance sheet.
- It will be one of the few transactions in which the DPV of a future event is used instead of the recording of a historical event.
- It will be virtually the only transaction that will be recorded before "....enough of the related uncertainties have been resolved to make reasonably reliable measurement possible...." (FASB's words)
- It will be one of the only expenses that may not be reversed even if it is subsequently nullified by virtue of the option's forfeiture or expiration.

The existence of any one of these accounting rarities should give one pause; the existence of all five in the same rule, should cast serious doubt on the validity of the entire concept.

**Why is This Issue Important?**

Some who advocate expensing have asked what all the fuss is about. They assert that investors will not revise their assessment of the investment merits of a company simply because of an accounting change. In short, they believe that investors will ascribe the same value to a company whether it expenses ESOs or not. While this is possible, it is unlikely. Since 1995, when FAS 123 was published, companies that have not expensed ESOs have been required to show in their footnotes their pro forma earnings as if the ESOs were expensed. Most companies have used Black-Scholes to calculate the amount of this putative expense. This has provided an additional level of disclosure that could be used by investors to evaluate their investments. The SEC, however, has recently mandated a substantial curtailment of pro forma reporting of net income. As a result, it appears that public companies may not be allowed to report their net income both ways, with and without ESO expensing. If this were to eventuate, company financial statements would more likely than not be accepted as presented.
Other proponents of expensing believe that as long as every company accounts for ESOs in the same way, there will be no material effect on relative stock market valuations or anything else of importance. This premise is almost certainly incorrect. If ESO expensing is required, there will be a huge variation among industries in the extent to which these new “expenses” will impact earnings and, potentially, market values.

There are three primary factors that will determine the impact ESO expensing will have on a company’s earnings: (1) Annual ESO grants as a percentage of a company’s capitalization; (2) The price of the company’s stock relative to earnings (the PE ratio); and (3) The volatility of the company’s stock price. The degree to which companies rely on ESOs for employee compensation varies greatly. Obviously, the biggest users of ESOs will report the highest ESO expenses (all other things being equal). By and large, these large users of ESOs are also the highest growth companies in the world. Because of their high growth, these companies typically have the highest PE ratios. Finally, the stocks of these high-growth, high PE companies are almost always the most volatile, and high volatility translates into high ESO valuations in the most commonly used option pricing models. The combination of the three variables—large annual grants of ESOs, high stock price and high volatility—can result in aggregate ESO expenses, as a percentage of net income, that are 20 times greater than those of companies without these characteristics. As a result, these companies will have to report dramatically higher charges to net income.19

The consequence of FASB’s or the SEC’s two proposed actions (imposition of expensing rules and the curtailment of pro forma reporting of net income), may be that the greatest contributors to America’s economic growth and productivity will be significantly devalued. The impact of such a devaluation could be a material decline in the flow of capital into this vital sector of our economy.

**Conclusion**

FASB’s stated mission is to “establish and improve standards of financial accounting and reporting for the guidance and education of the public, including issuers,

---

19 In high growth companies, the non-cash “expense” attributed to ESOs, could be a very substantial percentage of a company’s net income—as much as 50% or more.
auditors, and users of financial information". All of these constituent groups should support this mission. But FASB is considering making one of the most substantive changes in accounting policy in its history, and one that could have a deleterious effect on some of the most productive companies in the US economy.

In light of the radical departure from past practices, and the as yet unknown but potentially negative consequences, it is vital that FASB gets this right. FASB has, to date, made a diligent, intensive and well-intentioned effort to do so. And if expensing is, in fact, the most appropriate way to account for ESOs then that is how it should be. But the case against expensing is sufficiently compelling, that it is incumbent upon FASB to reconsider its position.
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Lastly, FASB itself is deserving of considerable credit. While the paper comes to a different conclusion on expensing, and in some places questions FASB's pronouncements and proposals, it is clear that FASB has made an enormous contribution to the understanding of this issue and has provided ample opportunities for opponents to present their case. This issue is exceptionally complex and FASB has made many persuasive arguments for its position. FASB's presentation of these arguments in FAS 123 and elsewhere was one of the most important sources for this paper.
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